INDEPENDENT
Leave-the-EU Alliance
The Patriotic British WORKING for a Free Britain
Reclaim YOUR Future
INDEPENDENT Leave-the-EU Alliance MANIFESTO:
We have been unable to find a single solitary Manifesto supplied by any
Political Party in Britain that has clearly and unequivocally stated that their
Manifesto is not worth the paper it is printed on and is a pack of lies designed
to dupe you into voting for them.
We at INDEPENDENT Leave
Leaveeave-thethe-EU Alliance believe it is dishonest to
pretend to offer any kind of Manifesto for the following reasons:
Under the terms of the New Constitution even when called The
Lisbon Treaty, which came into force, signed and agreed by The
British Government which is the Party in power (Nu Labour) and
Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition (Conservatives), on 01-Dec2009 - it is clear NO PARTY can enact Law without EU
permission and they have NONE of them received approval
signed by Britain's Masters in Brussels for
their Manifesto.
We believe that it is dishonest to publish a 'Wish List' when you
know that without EU permission you may not impliment it.
We believe that during the time that we are still a Vassal State
entrapped in The EU Supra National State Governed directly
from their centralised Government in Brussels and Strasburgh
there is no validity or integrity in publishing a Manifesto as it is
only a con to get votes and can not be carried out if elected.
Therefore we at INDEPENDENT LeaveLeave-thethe-EU Alliance Do NOT Publish a
Manifesto as we do not wish to lie to the British electorate or dishonestly
mislead them.
At INDEPENDENT LeaveLeave-thethe-EU Alliance our Candidates and our central
organisation publish, in their own names, sets of values and views to which
they adhere, they may well also publish views as to what they hold dear and
that which they would wish to implement once these United Kingdoms are
liberated from the thrall of the EU and its malign influence and denial of
Democracy, in any meaningfull sense, and the Denial of the fundamental

Human Right of freedom and the right to Self Determination.
That is NOT a Manifesto but quite clearly values and hopes for the future.
It is entirely upto members and the electorate to decide whether they wish to
support such INDEPENDENCE and the concepts of the various
INDEPENDENT candidates, organisers and members of the Alliance.
We at INDEPENDENT LeaveLeave-thethe-EU Alliance believe that from the day that
we obtain our Liberty, repatriate OUR Democracy, reinstate OUR
Sovereignty, reconfirm OUR Borders, reintroduce British Justice, remove the
concept that Human Rights are in the gift of the State on license as with The
EU & UN - Then will be time enough to consult the peoples of these United
Kingdoms as to the style of their Governance and the manner it carries out its
duties to them and the commensurate Manifesto undertakings.
We at INDEPENDENT LeaveLeave-thethe-EU Alliance are not only aware but make
the fact that Politicians and The State and its servants are the servants of the
people a founding principle of our Alliance.
We at INDEPENDENT LeaveLeave-thethe-EU Alliance expect, when the time comes
and we have the liberty required to make Manifesto commitments, we then
expect each INDEPENDENT member of the Alliance, which in that the
Leave-the-EU aspect will have been achieved will be very different; we then
expect the INDEPENDENT individuals to draw up a Manifesto in two very
distinct sections, after extensive consultation with the electorate.
Section One:
The firm Manifesto undertakings which they will adhere to both in principle
and in detail and accept that if they are unable so to do they will forthwith
tender their resignation from their elected office and cause a by-election - in
which they may stand with their ammended Manifesto.
Section Two:
The Manifesto issues on which they intend to campaign if elected which are
available as trading points to ensure their principle aims under Section One
are achieved - These may be considered secondary and to be aimed for.
It will be the choice of the INDEPENDENT Ondividual as to what issues they
will stand on in Section One and also those in Section Two - It is THEIR
Manifesto as INDEPENDENTS and it is they who will campaign based upon
it, it is therefore of value to them to act in Alliance with other INDEPENDENT
candidates to provide a Manifesto with a resonance with the electorate.

